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a b s t r a c t 

Cloud computing allows tenants to run a wide range of applications without any upfront capital invest- 

ment. However, providers lack mechanisms to provide fair and predictable bandwidth sharing among al- 

located applications, enabling selfish and malicious tenants to cause performance interference in the net- 

work (and denial of service in an extreme case). Such interference results in poor and unpredictable net- 

work performance for well-behaved applications. Recent research has proposed techniques that ( i ) cannot 

protect tenants against interference; ( ii ) result in under utilization of resources; or ( iii ) add substantial 

management overhead. In this paper, we describe a resource allocation strategy that aims at providing 

predictable network performance (i.e., minimizing performance interference) with bandwidth guarantees 

for tenant applications, while maintaining high network utilization and low management overhead. These 

benefits are achieved by grouping applications from mutually trusting users into logically isolated do- 

mains (virtual infrastructures - VIs) with bandwidth guarantees, while also considering the amount of 

traffic generated by applications. Despite the benefits, grouping may lead to fragmentation (i.e., available 

resources are dispersed among VIs and some requests may be unnecessarily declined). Therefore, we also 

study the associated trade-off (grouping to increase isolation versus resource fragmentation). To illus- 

trate the feasibility of grouping applications inside VIs, we develop PredCloud, a system that implements 

the proposed strategy on SDN/OpenFlow-enabled networks. Through an extensive evaluation, we show 

that PredCloud significantly reduces performance interference and application exposure to attacks, while 

maintaining low resource fragmentation. Furthermore, provider revenue can be increased by efficiently 

managing and charging network resources. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud Computing has become the platform of choice for the

delivery and consumption of IT resources. It offers several ad-

vantages, such as pay-as-you-go pricing model, on-demand self-

service, broad network access and rapid elasticity [1] . In this

model, providers avoid allocating physically isolated resources for

each tenant. Instead, they implement cloud data centers as highly

multiplexed shared environments, with different applications coex-

isting on the same set of physical resources [2] . Therefore, they can

increase resource utilization, reduce operational costs and, thus,

achieve economies of scale. 
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However, the intra-cloud network is typically shared in a best-

ffort manner, without a robust mechanism to provide fair and

redictable bandwidth sharing among applications [3,4] . This en-

bles users to perform insider attacks [5,6] . We distinguish two

ypes of attacks: ( a ) selfish, characterized by the intentional con-

umption of an unfair share of the network (causing performance

nterference [7,8] ); and ( b ) malicious, characterized by denial of

ervice (DoS) in the network, an extreme case of performance in-

erference. 1 
1 Note that the lack of robust network sharing mechanisms allows tenants to per- 

orm other kinds of attacks (e.g., extraction of confidential information) [9] . In this 

aper, we focus on performance interference and DoS and defer a detailed study of 

ther attacks to future work. 
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2

The lack of network guarantees hurts both well-behaved ten-

nts 2 and providers. Tenants have unpredictable costs, because per-

ormance interference and DoS result in poor and unpredictable

etwork performance for applications [10] . Providers, in turn,

ose revenue, because performance interference reduces datacenter

hroughput and DoS affects network availability [11] . 

In this paper, we propose a resource allocation strategy

or Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) providers. Unlike previous

ork [7,8,10,12,13] , the strategy is based on grouping applications

n virtual infrastructures 3 (VIs) with bandwidth guarantees, in or-

er to maintain high resource utilization and low management

verhead (two common goals of providers). Grouping applications

nto VIs has both benefits and drawbacks, discussed as follows. 

Benefits of grouping. There are three benefits. The first one is

elated to security: grouping can provide isolation among applica-

ions from mutually untrusted tenants, reducing application expo-

ure to attacks in the network. In other words, applications from

utually untrusted tenants are allocated in different VIs and do

ot compete for bandwidth (i.e., are isolated). Consequently, the

ystem becomes more resilient against tenants that would try to

ause disruption in the network or use a disproportionate share

f resources (seeking to reduce costs at the expense of other ap-

lications). The second benefit regards performance, since group-

ng allows cloud platforms to provide performance isolation among

pplications allocated in different VIs (reducing performance in-

erference and, thus, improving network predictability and guar-

ntees). The third benefit is related to management overhead in

he network: unlike related work that manages network resources

t flow level [7,14] (there are millions of flows per second in the

etwork [15] ) and at application level [13,16] (thousands of appli-

ations), our strategy only needs to manage network resources at

he virtual infrastructure level (a few number of VIs). 

Drawbacks of grouping. In contrast, there are two shortcom-

ngs. First, the number of groups created is pragmatically limited

y the overhead of the virtualization technology. Second, groups

ay lead to resource fragmentation among VIs when allocating re-

uests (that is, available resources are dispersed among VIs and,

n some occasions, no VI alone may have the necessary amount

f free resources to hold an incoming application). Therefore, we

tudy different strategies to group tenants based on their mutual

rust and on the network requirements (bandwidth) 4 of their ap-

lications. 

PredCloud. To show the benefits and drawbacks of grouping

pplications inside VIs, we introduce PredCloud, a system that im-

lements the proposed strategy on top of SDN/OpenFlow-enabled

etworks [18,19] . OpenFlow is the most accepted implementation

f SDN by both the industry and academia and is being widely

eployed in current network devices [20] . It enables the separa-

ion between the control and data planes and allows providers to

ynamically configure and manage the network [21] , presenting

n efficient way of allocating and ensuring bandwidth for applica-

ions. Using SDN/OpenFlow, PredCloud embeds VIs onto the cloud

ubstrate 5 according to the demands (needed resources and perfor-

ance requirements), maps applications inside VIs (in accordance

ith trust relationships between tenants, in order to minimize ap-
2 Well-behaved tenants are users that do not launch attacks (performance inter- 

erence and DoS) in the network. 
3 The term virtual infrastructure is used to represent a set of virtual machines as 

ell as the virtual network interconnecting them. This concept is formally defined 

n Section 4.2 . 
4 There are other connectivity requirements defined by RFC 7297 [17] . However, 

n this paper, we focus specifically on bandwidth because the challenge being ad- 

ressed (performance interference) happens due to the lack of bandwidth guaran- 

ees in cloud datacenters. 
5 We use the terms “physical infrastructure” and “physical substrate” interchange- 

bly, to refer to the set of physical resources of the cloud platform. 
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lication exposure to attacks) and ensures bandwidth guarantees

or both intra- and inter-application communication (enabling ap-

lications to achieve predictable network performance). 

Application-level granularity. Note that, unlike other ap-

roaches such as Rimal and El-Refaey [22] , PredCloud allows the

ranularity of application instead of tenant because of two rea-

ons. First, per-application granularity is preferred to address per-

ormance interference: applications of the same tenant may have

ifferent network requirements and could impact on the network

erformance of one another if not isolated [23] . Second, tenants

ay desire different levels of security for different applications

e.g., one that manipulates confidential information and one that

equires only publicly disclosed information). 

Contributions. In comparison to our previous work [24] , here

e present a substantially improved version of the proposed strat-

gy. Overall, the major contributions of this paper are: 

• Two novel algorithms: one to efficiently embed VIs onto the

cloud substrate (as opposed to a time-consuming integer lin-

ear programming algorithm), which is needed as public cloud

platforms present high rates of request arrival and departure;

and other that leverages dynamic programming to find optimal

placements for applications, without requiring complex pro-

cessing (rather than a simple constructive heuristic); 

• PredCloud, a system that takes advantage of Software-Defined

Networking (SDN) to implement the proposed strategy to pro-

vide increased security and predictable network performance

with bandwidth guarantees; 

• An extensive evaluation of PredCloud, considering several fac-

tors to analyze its benefits, overheads and technical feasibil-

ity. We show that PredCloud minimizes performance interfer-

ence in the network, reduces application exposure to attacks,

presents low resource fragmentation among VIs and maximizes

provider revenue. 

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows.

ection 2 provides the background on the current resource

llocation scheme employed by public cloud providers, on legacy

lgorithms used for network design, on legacy technologies used to

mplement network virtualization and on attacks performed in the

ntra-cloud network. Sections 3 and 4 define the basis in which our

pproach was developed, that is, the threat model considered and

asic formulations related to the problem, which are later used

hroughout the paper. Section 5 describes our resource allocation

trategy, while Section 6 introduces PredCloud, a system that im-

lements the proposed strategy on top of SDN/OpenFlow-enabled

etworks. Section 7 presents the results of an extensive evaluation

f PredCloud, quantifying its benefits, overheads and technical

easibility in large clouds. Section 8 discusses the generality and

imitations of PredCloud, and Section 9 examines related work and

ifferentiates it from PredCloud. Finally, Section 10 concludes the

aper. 

. Background 

In this section, we discuss ( i ) the current allocation strategy

mployed by public cloud providers; ( ii ) legacy algorithms used for

etwork design; ( iii ) legacy technologies used to implement net-

ork virtualization; and ( iv ) attacks performed in the intra-cloud

etwork. 

Allocation strategy employed by public cloud providers.

roviders typically use resource allocation strategies focused on

omputing resources (i.e., they assume that the network is shared

n a best-effort manner among all allocated applications) [25] . Such

trategies use round-robin across servers or across racks, taking

nto account only the amount of available resources in servers. 
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Fig. 1. Example of attack originated from the communication between VM 21 and 

VM 23 of a selfish tenant running application 2, which saturates link 1 . This causes 

performance interference at link 1 , resulting in poor and unpredictable network per- 

formance for the communication between VM 31 and VM 32 of the well-behaved ten- 

ant running application 3. 
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Legacy algorithms used for network design. Most of the

legacy network design is performed offline, as they target the de-

sign or expansion of physical networks. The output of such designs

is a topology that should be physically built to cope with an es-

timated demand matrix [26] . This is not well-suited for allocating

virtual resources in real-time, such as application requests in a dat-

acenter, since response and allocation should be performed within

seconds [27] . 

Legacy network optimization problems can also be modeled as

an online problem when requests are switched or routed on a per-

unit basis and are of short duration [28] . For example, on-demand

optical services in a SONET/SDH network [29] are similar to on-

demand requests for allocating virtual resources. However, con-

nections represent pairs of predefined source/sink nodes, in con-

trast to customized virtual network topologies. Moreover, tradi-

tional networks only consider link-related attributes, whereas vir-

tual networks request attributes on both nodes and links [27] . 

Finally, the recent trend in Virtual Network Embedding

(VNE) [30] is promising, since resources should be quickly and effi-

ciently allocated in response to client demands. However, VNE only

considers the mapping of resources in routers and switches (e.g.,

CPU and memory) and in links (e.g., bandwidth). That is, VNE does

not take into account servers (for hosting virtual machines), which

is necessary to consider in cloud-based environments. We address

it in Section 5.1 . 

Legacy technologies used to implement network virtualiza-

tion. Providers typically use VLANs [31] or VXLANs [32] in an at-

tempt to isolate tenants (and applications) in the network. How-

ever, VLANs, in particular, are not well-suited for implementing

network virtualization in cloud datacenters because they use the

Spanning Tree Protocol (STP), which cannot utilize the high capac-

ity available in datacenter network topologies with rich connec-

tivities (e.g., STP does not use the set of multiple parallel paths

available in Fat-Tree [33] and VL2 [34] ) [35] . Further, VLANs and

VXLANs cannot provide bandwidth guarantees. Amazon, in particu-

lar, offers cluster networking for bandwidth-intensive applications,

which promises high-bandwidth and low-latency networking be-

tween all VM instances in the cluster [36] . Nevertheless, this ap-

proach has no real guarantees [37] , as the network is still shared in

a best-effort manner among all applications running in the cloud. 

Attacks performed in the intra-cloud network. Some stud-

ies [5–7] use the shared nature of the intra-cloud network to show

how tenants can perform attacks. Shieh et al. [7] shows that TCP

congestion control opens up the datacenter network to perfor-

mance interference and DoS attacks. Liu et al. [6] , in turn, takes ad-

vantage of the network’s under-provisioning of resources to iden-

tify a new form of DoS attack in the cloud, in which links are

saturated and, consequently, well-behaved traffic cannot use such

links. Finally, Ristenpart et al. [5] shows that it is possible to map

the internal cloud infrastructure, identifying where a target VM re-

sides and launching some attack. These attacks are made easier by

the fact that providers do not charge for network traffic inside the

cloud (i.e., an attack to the intra-cloud network is just as expen-

sive as the computing resources rented) [38] . We define the threat

model used in this paper in Section 3 . 

3. Threat model 

We consider an IaaS tenant that operates one or more ap-

plications. 6 Like Ristenpart et al. [5] , we use only standard cus-

tomer capabilities and do not require cloud providers to disclose

details of their infrastructure or allocation policies. This way, the
6 Basically, each application consists of a collection of VMs connected to a virtual 

switch. We will formally define an application in Section 4.1 . 

s  

s  

d  

w  
hreat model is likely to generalize to multiple providers and ser-

ices, such as Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure and Rackspace. In our

odel, adversaries are either selfish or malicious parties. Selfish

enants launch performance interference against other applications,

ncreasing the network throughput of their VMs [7,39] . Malicious

arties, in turn, cast DoS attacks on previously defined targets. To

ncrease the effectiveness of an attack, malicious adversaries make

se of placement techniques [5] to collocate their VMs near the

arget. 

These attacks can be performed in two ways: (i) by increasing

he number of flows and, then, sending as fast as possible through

ach flow, making use of the lack of traffic isolation among appli-

ations [40] ; or (ii) by sending high-rate UDP flows. Since all ten-

nts share the same network (they compete for bandwidth in the

ntra-cloud network), such attacks are not limited to their targets,

ut rather can affect a large number of applications. Therefore, a

enant with some VMs can cumulatively send enough traffic to ( i )

aturate some links; ( ii ) create a network bottleneck; or ( iii ) over-

ow the receiver. 

Fig. 1 shows an example of attack that can take place by com-

romising a shared link. In this example, eight VMs from three

pplications share bandwidth and two communications happen si-

ultaneously: VM 21 with VM 23 of a selfish tenant running applica-

ion 2 and VM 31 with VM 32 of a well-behaved tenant running ap-

lication 3. In this scenario, VM 21 sends a high rate UDP traffic to

M 23 , using more bandwidth than its fair share (saturating link 1 ),

ith the objective of finishing faster its task. Since there is no iso-

ation in the network among different applications, the communi-

ation between VM 21 and VM 23 causes performance interference at

ink 1 , resulting in poor and unpredictable network performance for

he communication between VM 31 and VM 32 . Furthermore, even

hough application 2 consumes more bandwidth than its fair share

nd causes performance interference, its tenant does not pay more,

ecause providers do not charge for bandwidth between commu-

icating VMs inside the cloud platform (providers only charge for

andwidth that enters and exits the cloud). 

The attacks considered can only be launched by an insider (a

enant registered with the cloud). This requirement reduces, in

heory, the likelihood of an attack, since the user should be ac-

ountable. However, in public cloud platforms, accounts can be

asily obtained or compromised because of the following rea-

ons [41] . First, any user can sign up for the cloud service and

tart using its resources. Second, accounts may be compromised

ue to software vulnerabilities, social engineering and weak pass-

ords [9,42] . Furthermore, the detection of such attacks is not
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Table 1 

Notation of cloud resource allocation problem. 

Symbol Description 

A r Set of application requests. 

M 

r 
a Number of requested VMs for application a ∈ A r . 

Band r a,x Bandwidth requested for VM x ( 1 ≤ x ≤ M 

r 
a ) of application a ∈ 

A r . 

T r a i ,a j 
Trust relationship between applications a i and a j . 

I v Set of virtual infrastructures. 

S v 
i 

Set of virtual switches in i ∈ I v . 
R v 

i 
Set of virtual top-of-rack switches in i ∈ I v . 

M 

v 
i 

Set of VMs in i ∈ I v . 
E v 

i 
Set of virtual links in i ∈ I v . 

Band v ( e v ) Bandwidth of virtual link e v ∈ E v 
i 

. 

Oversub v ( e v ) Oversubscription factor of virtual link e v ∈ E v 
i 

. 

S s Set of physical switches. 

R s Set of physical top-of-rack switches. 

M 

s Set of servers. 

E s Set of physical links. 

Band s ( e s ) Bandwidth of physical link e s ∈ E s . 

Slots s ( m 

s ) Number of slots for VMs of server m 

s ∈ M 

s . 

Cost s ( s s ) Cost of s s ∈ S s to host a virtual switch. 

Cap s ( s s ) Maximum number of virtual switches that s s ∈ S s can host. 

P s Set of all substrate paths. 

P s (u, w ) Set of substrate paths from source node u to destination node 

w . 
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Fig. 2. Abstraction of an application request. 
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imple for two reasons [7,43,44] . First, an attacker can conceal ma-

icious traffic as well-behaved. Second, a persistent attacker is not

asily deterred by obfuscation schemes (i.e., techniques used by

roviders to hide resource location, for instance, against network-

ased VM co-residence checks and internal cloud infrastructure

apping [5] ). 

. System model 

In this section, we define fundamental formulations used to

odel our strategy. The notation is represented by the following

ules: i ) superscripts s, v and r denote entries related to the phys-

cal substrate of the cloud platform, the virtual infrastructures and

he requests from tenants, respectively; ii ) subscripts are indices

rom attributes or elements of a set. Table 1 shows an overview of

he symbols defined in this section. Next, we present the formal

efinitions of application requests ( Section 4.1 ), virtual infrastruc-

ures ( Section 4.2 ) and the physical infrastructure ( Section 4.3 ). 

.1. Application requests 

The set of applications is denoted by A 

r . An application request

 ∈ A 

r from a tenant is defined by 〈 M 

r 
a , Band r 

a, 1 
, . . . , Band r 

a,M 

r 
a 
〉 ,

ith the terms specifying the number of VMs and the network

andwidth required by each VM (from VM 1 to VM M 

r 
a 
), respectively.

or ease of exposition, we follow related work [10,13,14,16,45–

7] and make two assumptions: ( a ) we assume a homogeneous 

et of VMs, that is, equal in terms of computing resources (CPU,

emory and storage); and ( b ) we use the hose model [17,4 8,4 9] to

epresent the virtual network topology in which the application re-

ides. In this model, each VM x from the same application is rep-

esented as being connected to a non-blocking virtual switch by

 bidirectional link of capacity Band r a,x ∈ R 

+ | 1 ≤ x ≤ M 

r 
a , as shown

n Fig. 2 . In particular, the hose model is used for two reasons.

irst, it does not restrict the types of applications that are consid-

red by our strategy: applications can be composed of an arbitrary

umber of VMs, with any traffic pattern between different VMs.

econd, it mimics private environments (capturing their proper-

ies) and allows an abstract view of applications [10] . Since users

enerally run their applications in private environments (with clus-

ers composed of machines connected among themselves through
witches), the hose model smooths over the migration of applica-

ions from private environments to the cloud (making the specifi-

ation of resource demands easier for tenants). 

We also consider trust relationships between tenants as input

n our resource allocation model. They are represented by T r a i ,a j 
,

hich denotes whether application a i from a tenant trusts appli-

ation a j from another tenant. We assume that trust relationships

re direct, binary and symmetric. In other words, a tenant may or

ay not trust another tenant, with whom he interacts. 

Even though our proposal uses trust relationships between ten-

nt applications, their establishment is orthogonal to the challenge

f performance interference (our focus on this paper). Nonetheless,

e describe how to establish trust relationships between tenants

s follows. When submitting requests, tenants specify their rela-

ionships with some users and applications (in whom they are cer-

ain to trust or not to trust). After that, the front-end responsible

or receiving application requests automatically generates the un-

pecified trust relationships using one of two different ways, as fol-

ows. 

First, such relationships may be formed following the web-of-

rust concept, similarly to a PGP-like scheme [50]. The web-of-trust

oncept is based on a decentralized trust scheme. It works in the

ollowing manner. Each tenant, when requesting an application, in-

orms the provider which tenants and applications his application

rusts (or does not trust) to be in the same group (i.e., to execute in

he same VI). Furthermore, for each element in the set of trusted

enants and applications, the tenant chooses to trust only in the

pecified element or in tenants/applications that the trusted ele-

ent stated it trusts (except if the tenant explicitly informed that

t does not trust the entity) and so on. This way, a web-of-trust is

ormed and trust relationships are derived from it. 

Second, trust relationships can be created by matching the

roperties (such as bandwidth requirements for VMs) contained in

ervice-level agreements (SLAs) signed between customers and the

loud provider. The properties of SLAs that will be used to estab-

ish such relationships may vary according to the needs of tenants

nd their applications. For instance, applications that manipulate

onfidential data have strict security requirements and, thus, may

hare network resources with only a few specific applications (i.e.,

elationships will be formed using security properties of SLAs). In

ontrast, applications that use publicly disclosed data do not re-

uire strong security and, therefore, can share the network with

any other applications. In this case, relationships can be estab-

ished based on other properties specified in SLAs (e.g., bandwidth

nd latency for latency-sensitive applications, in order to mini-

ize performance interference in the network). In summary, this

ethod provides flexibility to generate trust relationships, as dif-

erent applications can use different SLA properties to establish

rust relationships according to their requirements. 
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Fig. 3. Example of virtual infrastructure with a tree topology. 
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After generating the unspecified relationships, the front-end

transfers both the application request and the trust relationships

to the cloud allocation module. 7 

4.2. Virtual infrastructures 

A Virtual Infrastructure is composed of a set of virtual machines

interconnected by a virtual network (virtual network devices and

virtual links). It is a logically isolated domain with arbitrary topol-

ogy (i.e., independent of the underlying cloud substrate). We for-

mally define the set of VIs by I v , where each VI i ∈ I v is a weighted

bidirectional graph G 

v 
i 

= 〈 S v 
i 
, R v 

i 
, M 

v 
i 
, E v 

i 
, Band v , O v ersub v 〉 . The set

of network devices in i is denoted by S v 
i 

and is composed of

switches, similarly to Ballani et al. [10] and Xie et al. [45] . The

subset of top-of-rack switches (ToR), in turn, is represented by

R v 
i 

⊂ S v 
i 
. The set of virtual machines in i is indicated by M 

v 
i 
, and the

set of virtual links by E v 
i 

. Each link e v = (u, w ) ∈ E v 
i 

: u � = w con-

nects nodes u and w ( u, w ∈ S v 
i 

∪ M 

v 
i 
). Moreover, each link e v ∈ E v

i 
has a bandwidth Band v (e v ) ∈ R 

+ and an oversubscription factor

O v ersub v (e v ) ∈ R employed by the provider to increase network

utilization. 

A simple example of a virtual infrastructure is shown in Fig. 3 .

In this example, VI i has a tree topology and is composed of the

following virtual resources: S v 
i 

= { sw 1 , sw 2 , sw 3 , sw 4 , sw 5 , sw 6 } ; R v 
i 

=
{ sw 4 , sw 5 , sw 6 } ; M 

v 
i 

= { VM 1 , VM 2 , VM 3 , VM 4 , VM 5 , VM 6 , VM 7 } ; and E v 
i 

=
{ l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 , l 5 , l 6 , l 7 , l 8 , l 9 , l 10 , l 11 , l 12 } . 

Note that the concept of virtual infrastructure is different from

network plane (NP) proposed by Boucadair et al. [50] . A network

plane is a slice of network resources allocated for a specific set of

applications and services. In this context, in addition to considering

the network and requirements of applications (like NPs), VIs also

take into account computing resources (virtual machines). 

The physical infrastructure is formally defined in

Section 4.3 and the mapping of VIs onto the physical infras-

tructure is detailed in Section 5 . 

4.3. Physical infrastructure 

The physical substrate is composed of servers, network de-

vices, links and paths composed of a sequence of links. This infras-

tructure is formally represented as a weighted bidirectional graph

G 

s = 〈 S s , R s , M 

s , E s , Band s , Slots s , Cost s , Cap s , P 

s 〉 , where S s is the

set of network devices (switches), M 

s is the set of servers and E s 

is the set of links. Each server m 

s ∈ M 

s has Slots s (m 

s ) ∈ Z 

+ slots

for VMs. Each switch s s ∈ S s has an associated number of virtual
7 The cloud allocation module receives, as a request, the number of VMs required 

by the application, bandwidth guarantees and trust relationships between tenant 

applications. 

r

/

witches it can host [ Cap s (s s ) ∈ Z 

+ ], and a cost [ Cost s (s s ) ∈ R 

+ ] per

osted virtual switch. The cost is proportional to the importance

f the physical switch in the network (i.e., switches closer to the

etwork core have higher utilization costs), because the closer the

witch is to the network core, the more oversubscribed it tends to

e. The subset of ToR switches is represented by R s ⊂ S s . Each link,

n turn, e s = (u, w ) ∈ E s : u, w ∈ S s ∪ M 

s and u � = w between nodes

 and w is associated with a bandwidth Band s (e s ) ∈ R 

+ . Finally, P 

s 

nd P 

s (u, w ) denote, respectively, the set of all substrate paths and

he set of substrate paths from source node u to destination node

 . 

. Resource allocation strategy 

This section introduces the approach to allocate resources for

ncoming application requests at cloud platforms. The strategy

ims at increasing security and providing predictable network per-

ormance with bandwidth guarantees for tenant applications, while

aintaining high network utilization and low management over-

ead. This is achieved by grouping applications into logically iso-

ated domains (VIs) according to trust relationships between ten-

nt applications and expected traffic matrix. Note that tenants ex-

cuting multiple applications may desire different levels of security

or each of their applications. Consequently, they can specify trust

elationships according to their applications’ security requirements

more flexible specification than at tenant granularity). 

To provide security- and network-performance-aware resource

llocation, there are fundamental challenges to be addressed: the

ardness of the problem [51,52] and the complexity of resource al-

ocation considering both virtual infrastructure allocation and ap-

lication grouping at the same time, without hurting resource al-

ocation flexibility. 

For this reason, we solve the problem by breaking it in two

maller steps (Functions F and G), propose an allocation strategy

or each one of them and, lastly, combine their results. Function

: A 

r → I v distributes and maps applications into virtual infras-

ructures considering security, while function G : I v → G 

s allocates

ach virtual infrastructure onto the physical substrate considering

erformance. Note that G is executed when new VIs need to be al-

ocated on the cloud substrate, whereas F is used to allocate every

ncoming application request. More specifically, the process works

n the following manner. At first, G is called to allocate a prede-

ned set of VIs on the infrastructure. 8 After that, as application re-

uests are received, function F is invoked to allocate them. In case

 new VI needs to be allocated to accommodate incoming applica-

ions, function G is called. 

An abstract view of the allocation process is shown in Fig. 4 ,

hich contains Function H, in addition to Functions F and G. We

epresent Function H : A 

r → G 

s , because it is the approach em-

loyed by current public cloud providers [10,16] . Function H maps

pplications directly into the physical substrate, considering only

omputing resources at allocation time (i.e., assuming that band-

idth is shared in a best-effort manner). Unlike this approach, we

ake into account network resources in the allocation process and

ecompose H in F and G. Note that the decomposition of H in

and G adds flexibility to the strategy, since, with this configu-

ation, we can allocate virtual infrastructures and application re-

uests independently from each other and provide additional func-

ionalities in each step (e.g., topology independence between vir-

ual and physical layers). Table 2 shows a brief description of each
8 The initial set of VIs can be arbitrarily determined by the provider or, for ex- 

ample, based on the resource utilization history [53] , with information from al- 

eady allocated applications collected by tools such as Amazon CloudWatch ( http: 

/aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/ ). We further discuss this aspect in Section 8 . 

http://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
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Fig. 4. Comparison of resource allocation strategies in the cloud platform. 

Table 2 

Overview of functions for cloud resource allocation. 

Notation Description 

Function H Maps applications directly into the cloud physical substrate, 

considering only computing resources (assumes that the 

network is shared in a best-effort manner). This mapping is 

employed by current public cloud providers. 

Function G Maps virtual infrastructures onto the physical substrate of the 

cloud platform (considering computing and network 

resources) according to performance criteria. 

Function F Maps each application request into a virtual infrastructure 

according to security criteria. 
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9 The set of switches ( S v 
i 
) is composed of all network devices of VI i , including 

ToR switches ( R v ), as we formally defined in Section 4.2 . 
unction objective. The next two subsections describe, respectively,

unctions G and F . 

.1. Mapping VIs onto the physical substrate 

The mapping of virtual infrastructures on the physical substrate

f the cloud platform is performed by Function G. It addresses a

roblem similar to VNE [30] , which allows the strategy to deal

ith the heterogeneity of virtual topologies in comparison to the

hysical substrate topology. However, Function G and VNE differ

n the following aspect: while VNE only considers the mapping

f resources in routers and switches (e.g., CPU and memory) and

n links (e.g., bandwidth), Function G also takes computing nodes

servers and virtual machines) into account. This is fundamentally

ifferent because VMs are the end-points of communications and

heir physical position in the data center changes dramatically the

onsumption of network resources. While routers should be posi-

ioned within a range of paths from source to destination in VNE,

he source and destination themselves can be placed in almost any

osition in our setting (which, in turn, changes the range of possi-

le paths). 

In general, Function G maps VIs onto the cloud substrate con-

idering the requirements of each VI being mapped and residual

esources on the physical infrastructure. In this process, VMs are

llocated on servers, virtual switches on physical switches and vir-

ual links on physical paths between substrate nodes that host the

irtual nodes at both ends of the virtual links. We first present the

heoretical model of Function G and, based on those formulations,

e propose a novel algorithm to efficiently perform this process. 
The theoretical model receives the input and performs the al-

ocation of VIs onto the cloud substrate according to the optimiza-

ion objective and set of constraints, as follows. 

Input. This function receives as inputs one or more virtual in-

rastructures ( Section 4.2 ) and the physical substrate ( Section 4.3 ). 

Objective. This function main objective is to minimize the

mount of network resources used to allocate each virtual infras-

ructure as well as reduce network bottlenecks. To this end, we

efine two variables: 

 i,s v ,s s = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

indicates that virtual switch s v ∈ S v 
i 

from 

1 virtual infrastructure i ∈ I v is allocated 

on physical switch s s ∈ S s ;
0 otherwise. 

 i,e v , (w 1 ,w 2 ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

indicates that virtual link e v ∈ E v 
i 
, which 

1 belongs to virtual infrastructure i ∈ I v , 
uses physical link (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ E s ;

0 otherwise. 

Eq. (1) shows the formal definition of the objective. It is com-

osed of two complementary components: path length ( �) and

etwork bottlenecks ( �). Parameter ε ∈ (0, 1] is used to balance

oth components. 

 = Min � + ε ∗ � (1) 

Path length ( �) is shown in Eq. (2) . Specifically, it uses variable

 to indicate the set of physical links used to allocate each virtual

ink. The objective is to map a virtual link on the smallest physical

ath p ∈ P 

s (u, w ) : u, w ∈ S s ∪ M 

s (thereby, minimizing bandwidth

onsumption). 

= 

∑ 

(w 1 ,w 2 ) ∈ E s 

∑ 

i ∈ I v 

∑ 

e v ∈ E v 
i 

y i,e v , (w 1 ,w 2 ) ∗ Band v (e v ) (2)

Network bottlenecks ( �), shown in Eq. (3) , aims at reducing

ottleneck links in the network. Each physical network device has

 cost [ Cost s ( s s ): s s ∈ S s ] to host a virtual device, which is propor-

ional to the position of the device in the network. That is, the

loser the device is to the network core, the higher its cost, since

he intra-cloud network oversubscription factor usually increases

s we get closer to the network core [13,54] . 

= 

∑ 

s s ∈ S s 

∑ 

i ∈ I v 

∑ 

s v ∈ S v 
i 

x i,s v ,s s ∗ Cost s (s s ) (3)

Constraints. The set of constraints guides the allocation pro-

ess. The assignment of each VI to the substrate can be decom-

osed in three major components: node assignment, link assign-

ent and symmetry. 

Node assignment. Each virtual node (virtual switch or VM) is

ssigned to a single substrate node by mapping M n : (M 

v 
i 

∪ S v 
i 
) →

(M 

s ∪ S s ) , 9 ∀ i ∈ I v from virtual nodes to substrate nodes: 

 n (m 

v ) ∈ M 

s | m 

v ∈ M 

v 
i or (4)

 n (r v ) ∈ R 

s | r v ∈ R 

v 
i or (5)

 n (s v ) ∈ S s | s v ∈ S v i \ R 

v 
i (6)

Link assignment. Each virtual link is mapped to a single sub-

trate path (unsplittable flow, i.e., one virtual link is mapped to

ne physical path) between the corresponding substrate nodes that

ost the virtual nodes at both ends of the virtual link. The as-

ignment is defined by mapping M e : E 
v 
i 

→ P 

s , ∀ i ∈ I v from virtual
i 
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Algorithm 1: Location-aware VI embedding. 

Input : Physical substrate 

G 

s = 〈 S s , R s , M 

s , E s , Band s , Slots s , Cost s , Cap s , P 

s 〉 , 
Virtual Infrastructure 

G 

v 
i 

= 〈 S v 
i 
, R v 

i 
, M 

v 
i 
, E v 

i 
, Band v , O v ersub v 〉 

Output : Success/Failure code for the embedding process 

1 switchQueue ← ∅ ; 

// Virtual rack allocation 

2 foreach unallocated r v ∈ R v 
i 

do 

3 r s ← Find physical rack; 

4 if r s is null then return false; 

5 Allocate r v at r s according to Equation (5) ; 

6 switchQueue ← Add upper-level virtual switches directly 

connected to r v to the end of the queue; 

7 foreach m 

v ∈ M 

v 
i 

at r v do 

8 m 

s ← Find server; 

9 Allocate m 

v at m 

s according to Equation (4) ; 

// Upper layer switch allocation 

10 while not empty switchQueue do 

11 s v ← Retrieve switch from the head of the switchQueue ; 

12 s s ← Find physical switch according to Equations (1) , (2) , 

(3) ; 

13 if s s is null then return false; 

14 Allocate s v at s s according to Equation (6) ; 

15 switchQueue ← Add upper-level unallocated virtual 

switches directly connected to s v to the end of the queue; 

// Bandwidth allocation 

16 foreach unallocated e v = (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ E v 
i 

do 

17 Allocate physical path for e v according to Equations (7) 

and (8) ; 

18 return true; 
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t  

I  

(  

i  
links to substrate paths such that for all e v = (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ E v 
i 
, ∀ i ∈ I v :

M e (w 1 , w 2 ) ⊆ P 

s ( M n (w 1 ) , M n (w 2 ) ) (7)

subject to: 

Resid(p s ) ≥ Band v (e v ) : p s ∈ M e (e v ) (8)

where Resid ( p s ) denotes the residual (spare) capacity of substrate

path p s . 

Symmetry. Links must be symmetric, which means if there is a

link from one virtual node n 1 ∈ M 

v 
i 

∪ S v 
i 

to another node n 2 ∈ M 

v 
i 

∪
S v 

i 
, then there is also a link from n 2 to n 1 . 

Allocation algorithm. Since the cloud has high rate of ten-

ant arrival and departure (churn) [7] , the allocation process must

be performed quickly. Therefore, we develop a greedy location-

aware algorithm to efficiently allocate virtual infrastructures onto

the cloud substrate (shown in Algorithm 1 ). The intuition is that a

virtual infrastructure should be allocated on the minimum amount

of physical resources. That is, a VI should be located on a single

spot of the substrate (not dispersed over the entire physical infras-

tructure), so that virtual links will be mapped on smaller physical

paths (less bandwidth will be used) and fewer network bottlenecks

will be created (following Eqs. (1) , (2) and (3) ). Note that hav-

ing nearby available resources for incoming application requests

can increase allocation efficiency and reduce physical substrate re-

source utilization (i.e., more VIs can be allocated). 

The algorithm allocates one VI at a time, with a coordi-

nated node and link mapping, which can lead to higher accep-

tance ratio [30] . Therefore, VMs and virtual switches are allo-

cated first (lines 2 – 15) and, then, virtual links are mapped

on the cloud infrastructure (lines 16 – 17). To do so, the al-

gorithm receives as input the physical substrate (formally rep-
esented by G 

s = 〈 S s , R s , M 

s , E s , Band s , Slots s , Cost s , Cap s , P 

s 〉 ) and

irtual infrastructure i ∈ I v (formally represented by G 

v 
i 

=
〈 S v 

i 
, R v 

i 
, M 

v 
i 
, E v 

i 
, Band v , O v ersub v 〉 ). In the first phase of the coordi-

ated approach, a bottom-up strategy is adopted: virtual racks are

llocated on nearby physical racks (lines 2 – 9) and, after that, up-

er level switches of the virtual topology are embedded on physi-

al switches (lines 10 – 15). 

More specifically, a greedy behavior based on four factors is

mployed when selecting physical racks to allocate virtual racks

line 3): i ) the available capacity Cap s ( r s ) of the ToR switch r s ∈
 

s ; ii ) the cost Cost s ( r s ) of placing r v on r s ; iii ) the amount of

vailable computing resources inside the rack (i.e., the total num-

er of available VM slots): 
∑ 

m 

s ∈ M 

s :(m 

s ,r s ) ∈ E s A v ail abl eSl ots s (m 

s ) ; and

v ) the residual bandwidth for incoming and outgoing communi-

ations in the ToR switch. The key insight in choosing a physical

ack is fragmentation, since the allocation of a single virtual rack

or, more generally, a VI) may hinder the allocation of future VIs.

herefore, the algorithm selects the physical rack with the least

umber of available VM slots and the minimum amount of resid-

al bandwidth at the ToR that is enough to hold the virtual rack.

hen the ToR switch is allocated (according to Eq. (5) , in line 5),

ts neighbors (directly connected switches) that belong to the up-

er layer of the virtual topology are added to the end of the queue

witchQueue (line 6) to be allocated later. 

After all racks and VMs are successfully allocated, upper level

witches are embedded on the cloud substrate (lines 10 – 15). For

ach unallocated virtual switch in switchQueue , the algorithm re-

rieves the head of the switchQueue (line 11) and selects a phys-

cal switch (line 12) based on the location of its already allo-

ated neighbors (set of directly connected switches), as an at-

empt to minimize the amount of physical network resources that

re required for communication between these switches. Specifi-

ally, the selection of a physical switch is performed according to

qs. (1) , (2) and (3) , with the goal of reducing both path length

nd network bottlenecks. In order to balance both components of

q. (1) (i.e., Eqs. (2) and (3) ), the values in Eqs. (2) and (3) are nor-

alized by, respectively, the total bandwidth of links and cost of

hysical switches holding virtual switches. Consequently, the value

f ε in Eq. (1) is set to 1. Then, it embeds the virtual switch on

he chosen switch (according to Eq. (6) , in line 14) and adds its

nallocated neighbors to the end of the switchQueue (line 15). 

Finally, when all nodes (switches and VMs) are allocated, the

econd phase of the coordinated mapping (i.e., the allocation

f virtual links) is started. In this phase, each virtual link e v =
(w 1 , w 2 ) is mapped on a physical substrate path p = M e (w 1 , w 2 )

ccording to Eqs. (7) and (8) (lines 16 – 17). 

Allocation quality. Algorithm 1 was designed as a greedy con-

tructive heuristic to map one VI at a time because it focuses on

roviding timely and efficient allocation of resources. In this case,

easibility is more important than optimality because of the follow-

ng reasons. First, when considering the allocation of multiple VIs

t the same time, the process essentially becomes an optimization

roblem with the objective of finding the best solution. However,

nding the optimal solution would take a prohibitive amount of

ime and resources for large-scale cloud datacenters (with thou-

ands of servers and hundreds of network devices) [55] . Second,

he allocation process is expected to be performed as fast as pos-

ible because of the high rate in which requests arrive [7,56] . 

.2. Mapping applications into virtual infrastructures 

Function F maps applications into VIs according to the mutual

rust between tenant applications and the expected traffic matrix.

t considers computing and network requirements of applications

as described in Section 4.1 ), trust relationships between incom-

ng applications and already allocated applications, and residual
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Fig. 5. Communication between VM clusters. 
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10 This concept is similar to that of VM grouping, used in Ballani et al. [10] . We 

prefer the term VM cluster so to avoid confusion with application grouping. 
esources inside VIs. We first present the theoretical model of

unction F and, based on the formulations, we propose a novel

lgorithm that uses dynamic programming to efficiently perform

his process. 

The theoretical model is presented as an optimization problem,

eceiving the input and performing the allocation of applications

nto VIs according to the objective and set of constraints, as fol-

ows. 

Input. This function receives as input an incoming applica-

ion request ( Section 4.1 ) and the set of virtual infrastructures

 Section 4.2 ). 

Objective. We address two key properties of cloud computing:

ecurity and performance. Security is increased by reducing ap-

lication exposure to attacks (quantified by the number of mutu-

lly untrusted applications inside each VI). Performance, in turn, is

ncreased in two ways. First, we cluster VMs from the same ap-

lication, reducing the amount of network resources (bandwidth)

eeded by communication between these VMs. Second, we isolate

utually untrusted tenant applications in distinct VIs, thereby re-

ucing performance interference and DoS attacks in the network.

o achieve these goals, we define the following variables: 

 i,a 1 ,a 2 = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

1 indicates that applications a 1 and a 2 
are allocated at VI i ∈ I v ;

0 otherwise. 

f a,i,w 1 ,w 2 
∈ R 

+ 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

indicates the total amount of bandwidth 

required by application a at link 
(w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ E v 

i 
: w 1 , w 2 ∈ S v 

i 
for commu- 

nication between its VMs at VI i ∈ I v . 

Eq. (9) shows the formal definition of the objective. This equa-

ion is composed of two components (related to security and per-

ormance): exposure to attacks ( α) and intra-application traffic ( β).

arameter ν ∈ (0, 1] is used to balance both components. 

 = Min α + ν ∗ β (9) 

Exposure to attacks ( α) is shown is Eq. (10) . It uses variable H

nd trust relationships T r a x ,a y 
between tenants to quantify the num-

er of mutually untrusted tenant applications inside each virtual

nfrastructure. 

= 

∑ 

i ∈ I v 

∑ 

a 1 ∈ A r 

∑ 

a 2 ∈ A r 
(1 − T r a 1 ,a 2 

) ∗ H i,a 1 ,a 2 (10)

Intra-application traffic ( β) is formally defined in Eq. (11) . It

ses variable f to sum the total amount of bandwidth allocated for

ommunication between VMs of the same application at each vir-

ual link. 

= 

∑ 

a ∈ A r 

∑ 

i ∈ I v 

∑ 

(w 1 ,w 2 ) ∈ E v i 

f a,i,w 1 ,w 2 
(11) 

Therefore, the overall objective seeks to minimize the number

f mutually untrusted relationships between tenants inside each VI

decreasing application exposure to attacks), as well as reduce the

mount of bandwidth needed by communication between VMs of

he same application, for each application. 

Next, we discuss two aspects of our model: inter-rack band-

idth consumption and path selection. 

Inter-rack bandwidth consumption. The cost of communica-

ion between VMs positioned in the same rack is negligible, since

raffic remains internal to the rack and uses only links that connect

hose VMs to the ToR switch (racks have enough bandwidth to sat-

sfy demands [7] ). In contrast, traffic between VMs from different

acks imposes a cost, which is given by the bandwidth consumed

nd the set of links used. 
VM clusters. We minimize inter-rack bandwidth consumption

y employing the concept of VM clusters. 10 A VM cluster consists

f a set of VMs of the same application located in the same rack.

herefore, we aim at allocating each application into few, close VM

lusters to avoid spending extra bandwidth for communication. Us-

ng less resources on average when accommodating applications

llows more requests to be accepted. 

Bandwidth needed for communication between VM clusters.

hen all VMs of the same application are placed into the same

M cluster, all traffic is kept within the ToR (i.e., negligible cost).

owever, if the set of VMs is distributed into more than one VM

luster, we must ensure that there is enough available bandwidth

or communication between these clusters. For instance, consider

he scenario presented in Fig. 5 , where two applications have more

han one VM cluster each: we must guarantee network bandwidth

n all links of a path connecting the pairs of VM clusters from each

pplication. Since a single VM x of application a 1 cannot send or

eceive data at a rate greater than Band r a 1 ,x , traffic between the pair

f clusters C a 1 , 1 and C a 1 , 2 is limited by the cluster with the lowest

ate: min ( 
∑ 

x ∈ C a 1 , 1 
Band r a 1 ,x , 

∑ 

y ∈ C a 1 , 2 
Band r a 1 ,y ) , where x and y indi-

ate VMs that belong to clusters C a 1 , 1 and C a 1 , 2 , respectively. Thus,

he bandwidth required by one VM cluster to communicate with

ll other clusters of the same application is given by the following

xpression: 

 a j ,c i = min 

⎛ 

⎝ 

∑ 

x ∈ c i 
Band r a j ,x , 

∑ 

c∈ C r a j ,c � = c i 

∑ 

y ∈ c 
Band r a j ,y 

⎞ 

⎠ ∀ c i ∈ C r a j 

(12) 

where B a j ,c i denotes the bandwidth required by the i th VM clus-

er to communicate with all other clusters associated with applica-

ion a j and C r a j 
indicates the set of all clusters of application a j . 

Path selection. Even though cloud data center topologies typ-

cally have multiple paths between hosts (e.g., 1+1 paths in tree-

ased networks implemented in current data centers and more

aths in richer connectivities in state-of-the-art proposals [33,34] ),

hese multiple paths can be considered as a single aggregated link

or bandwidth reservation [10,13] . Therefore, the model presented

n this paper considers the use of a single path for communication

etween pairs of VM clusters from the same application. 
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Algorithm 2: Security-aware application allocation. 

Input : Application a = 〈 M 

r 
a , Band r a, 1 , . . . , Band r 

a,M 

r 
a 
〉 , Trust 

relationships T r a,a j 
between application a and 

application a j ∈ A 

r | a j � = a , Virtual infrastructure set 

I v 

Output : Success/Failure code for the allocation 

1 un v isitedV Is ← Add VIs from I v with enough computing 

resources available; 

2 while true do 

3 i ← Select VI according to trust relationships T r a,x 

(following Equation (10) ); 

4 if not i then return false; 

5 un v isitedV Is ← un v isitedV Is \ { i } ; 
6 R a ← ∅ ; 

7 foreach level l of i do 

8 if l == 1 then // ToR level 

9 foreach Switch ToR r v ∈ R v 
i 

do 

10 V a 
r v ← # of avail. VMs in the rack; 

11 C a 
r v ← 1; 

12 if V a 
r v ≥ M 

r 
a then R a ← R a ∪ { r v } ; 

13 else // Higher levels 

14 foreach Switch s v ∈ S v 
i 

\ R v 
i 

at level l do // level > 1 

15 V a 
s v ← 

∑ 

w 1 ∈ S v i 
:(s v ,w 1 ) ∈ E v i 

and level( s v ) == level( w 1 ) +1 

V a w 1 
; 

16 C a 
s v ← 

∑ 

w 1 ∈ S v i 
:(s v ,w 1 ) ∈ E v i 

and level( s v ) == level( w 1 ) +1 

C a w 1 
; 

17 if V a 
s v ≥ M 

r 
a then R a ← R a ∪ { s v } ; 

18 while R a not empty do 

19 r a ← Select subgraph from R a according to Equation 

(11) ; 

20 if AllocResources( i , a , r a , | M 

r 
a | ) == M 

r 
a then return 

true; 

// Allocate application a into VI i 

21 function AllocResources( i , a , s v , n ) 

22 if s v ∈ R v 
i 

then 

// Allocate a VM cluster in rack s v 

23 Allocate min (n, V a 
s v ) VMs at s v ; 

24 foreach m 

v ∈ M 

v 
i 

: (s v , m 

v ) ∈ E v 
i 

do 

25 Allocate bandwidth at u v 
i 

= (s v , m 

v ) for application 

a according to Equation (12) ; 

26 Allocate bandwidth at v v 
i 

= (m 

v , s v ) for application 

a according to Equation(12) ; 

27 return min (n, V a 
s v ) ; 

28 else 

29 count ← 0; 

30 foreach w 1 ∈ S v 
i 

: (s v , w 1 ) ∈ E v 
i 

and level( s v ) == 

level( w 1 ) +1 do 

31 if count < n and V a w 1 
> 0 then 

32 count ← count + AllocResources( i , a , w 1 , 

min (n − count, V a 
s v ) ) ; 

33 Allocate bandwidth at u v 
i 

= (s v , w 1 ) for 

application a according to Equation (12) ; 

34 Allocate bandwidth at v v 
i 

= (w 1 , s 
v ) for 

application a according to Equation (12) ; 

35 return count; 
Constraints. This function must address two main constraints:

( i ) all VMs of the same application must be allocated in the same

VI; and ( ii ) tenant applications are mapped according to available

resources (both computing and network ones). 

Allocation algorithm. We design a heuristic to efficiently al-

locate tenant applications in cloud platforms, which is shown in

Algorithm 2 . The key idea is based on two sequential steps. First,

since the algorithm seeks to reduce application exposure to at-

tacks, the number of mutually untrusted relationships inside each

VI is quantified, taking into account the incoming request and cur-

rently allocated applications (i.e., exposure to attacks is reduced

by minimizing the number of mutually untrusted applications in-

side each VI). Second, in the chosen VI (with the lowest number),

VMs of the same application are allocated as close as possible to

each other and in the smallest number of VM clusters. Thus, secu-

rity can be increased (by minimizing the number of mutually un-

trusted relationships) and, at the same time, bandwidth consump-

tion for communication between VMs of the same application is

minimized (by clustering VMs). 

The algorithm receives as input application request a (for-

mally represented by a = 〈 M 

r 
a , Band r a, 1 , . . . , Band r 

a,M 

r 
a 
〉 ), trust re-

lationships between a and other applications (as explained in

Section 4.1 ) and the set of virtual infrastructures I v . It works as fol-

lows. First, it creates a list ( ‘‘unvisitedVIs’’ ) of all VIs with

enough available VMs to hold the request (line 1). Then, it verifies

one VI at a time from the list in an attempt to allocate the incom-

ing application (lines 2 – 20). To this end, it follows Eq. (10) and

selects one VI based on two factors: ( i ) the number of mutually

untrusted relationships calculated between the incoming request

and already allocated applications inside the VI; and ( ii ) the num-

ber of available VMs (line 3). In fact, the chosen VI is the one with

the lowest number of mutually untrusted relationships between

the incoming request and the set of tenant applications already

allocated in the VI. If there is more than one VI with the lowest

number, it will select the one with the largest number of available

VMs. In doing so, it takes security into account while increasing

the likelihood of allocating all VMs from the application close to

each other (in order to address network performance as well). 

After selecting a candidate VI, the algorithm uses dynamic pro-

gramming (similarly to Xie et al. [45] ) to search for subgraphs in

the VI to allocate the incoming application. The main objective is

to map the request on the smallest subgraph (following Eq. (11) ),

since good locality reduces the amount of bandwidth used for

intra-application communication (especially at links closer to the

network core). To achieve this, three data structures are defined:

( i ) set R a to store subgraphs with enough residual computing re-

sources for the application; ( ii ) V a 
s v to store the total number of

VMs the subgraph with s v as its root can hold; and ( iii ) C a 
s v to store

the number of VM clusters that can be formed in the subgraph s v .

With these data structures, the algorithm traverses the topology

starting at ToR switches and determines subgraphs with enough

residual resources to allocate the incoming request (lines 7 - 17). 

The next step is the selection of a subgraph r a to allocate ap-

plication a (line 19). To select a proper subgraph, the algorithm

takes both the subgraph size and the number of VM clusters into

consideration. Therefore, it chooses the smallest subgraph with the

minimum number of VM clusters (since locality is important, as

previously discussed). In other words, the algorithm selects the

subgraph in which the application will consume the least amount

of bandwidth (minimizing intra-application traffic, in Eq. (11) ) of

the VI with the lowest number of mutually untrusted relationships

(minimizing exposure to attacks, in Eq. (10) ), which is the overall

objective of Function F defined in Eq. (9) . Therefore, the algorithm

considers the value of ν in Eq. (9) to be 1. 
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Fig. 6. Example of a virtual infrastructure and a possible mapping of this VI on top 

of the cloud substrate. 
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Finally, function ‘‘AllocResources’’ (defined in lines 21

35) is recursively called to allocate both computing and net-

ork resources (line 20). In particular, bandwidth is allocated ac-

ording to Eq. (12) . Upon successfully allocating the entire ap-

lication, the algorithm returns a success code. In contrast, in

ase the allocation fails due to the lack of available resources,

‘AllocResources’’ returns a failure code and a new sub-

raph is selected. If no subgraph of VI i can hold application a , the

lgorithm attempts to allocate the incoming application into an-

ther VI. If all VIs were verified and none could take the request,

he operation fails and the request is discarded (similarly to Ama-

on EC2 admission control [57] ). 

Inter-application bandwidth guarantees. Although, in this sec-

ion, we have discussed only intra-application bandwidth guaran-

ees, PredCloud also provides bandwidth guarantees for communi-

ation between different applications. It offers an API for tenants to

ynamically request (and receive, if there are enough available re-

ources) guarantees for inter-application traffic, even if applications

elong to different VIs. We detail the mechanism that implements

his API in the next section. 

. PredCloud: From theory to practice 

In the previous section, we have introduced an approach for

mproving security and providing predictable network performance

nd bandwidth guarantees for applications inside cloud-based en-

ironments. However, one challenge remains to be addressed: is

he proposed resource allocation strategy technically feasible to be

mplemented in large-scale cloud environments? We leverage the

aradigm of Software-Defined Networking and develop PredCloud ,

 system that implements the proposed approach. PredCloud ( i ) in-

reases security by allocating mutually untrusted tenants in differ-

nt VIs; ( ii ) enables cloud providers to offer predictable network

haring among applications while increasing provider revenue by

harging tenants for the network; and ( iii ) provides bandwidth

uarantees for both intra- and inter-application communication. 

More specifically, PredCloud embeds VIs onto the substrate ac-

ording to the demands of tenants (using Algorithm 1 ) and allo-

ates applications into VIs (using Algorithm 2 ), providing increased

ecurity and intra-application communication guarantees. 

The system also offers bandwidth guarantees for inter-

pplication communication 

11 by providing an API for applica-

ions to program the network (similar to the one provided by

ANE [58] ), so that guarantees can be dynamically requested ac-

ording to applications’ needs and residual bandwidth in the net-

ork. In other words, prior to initiating an inter-application com-

unication, VMs can send a request to the cloud allocation module

or bandwidth guarantees with VMs of other applications during

 predefined period of time. The cloud allocation module receives

he request, verifies available resources in the network, replies to

he request and, if there are enough residual resources, generates

nd installs appropriate rules for this communication. 

PredCloud uses the output of Algorithms 1 and 2 , as well as

he information contained in inter-application communication re-

uests, and translates it in SDN/OpenFlow rules to be installed in

hysical devices. These rules have three main purposes. First, they

uarantee that there exists connectivity between communicating

Ms (i.e., rules are necessary to correctly forward packets between
11 Recall that the strategy proposed in Section 5 inherently offers guarantees for 

ntra-application communication at allocation time. In contrast, it does not offer 

nter-application guarantees (at allocation time) because ( a ) providing static hose 

uarantees for applications does not scale for DCNs [13] (as bandwidth guarantees 

or each VM would need to be enforced for communication with all other VMs 

n the network); and ( b ) prior to the allocation, tenants may not know all other 

pplications that their applications will communicate with. 

m  

o  

v  

e

e

b

 source and a destination VM). Second, they are used to help rate-

imiting traffic according to the bandwidth guarantees requested

y tenants and the capacity of the VI hosting the respective appli-

ation; traffic inside a VI is rate-limited using meters (available in

penFlow 1.3 and later). Third, they isolate VIs from one another

y using the label field of the MPLS header; 12 each VI is identified

y a different label. Note that VMs allocated in different VIs (that

s, VMs of different applications) can exchange data if they request

onnectivity and guarantees for inter-application communication. 

The process of translating the output of Functions F and G into

penFlow rules works as follows. For Function G, Algorithm 1 per-

orms the allocation of VIs and the result (mapping of virtual re-

ources onto physical resources) is used for PredCloud to gener-

te the appropriate set of rules and meters to map and reserve re-

ources for the VI. In particular, for each virtual link of each virtual

witch embedded onto a physical switch, two meters are necessary

n order to properly rate-limit traffic (as links are bidirectional, one

eter is used for incoming traffic and other meter for outgoing

raffic). Note that, in this step, PredCloud does not install rules to

uarantee connectivity, as such rules are installed only when ap-

lications are mapped inside VIs. 

A simplified example of this operation is shown in Fig. 6 .

ig. 6 (a):vi-i shows virtual infrastructure i with four virtual

witches ( sw 1 , sw 2 , sw 3 and sw 4 ), seven VM slots (VM 1 to VM 7 )

nd virtual links connecting these virtual resources. This VI is em-

edded onto the physical substrate [ Fig. 6 (b)]; each virtual switch

s assigned to a physical switch, VM slots are reserved in servers

nd virtual links are mapped on physical paths. Since virtual links

an be mapped on paths composed of multiple physical links (e.g.,

irtual link vl 1 is embedded on the physical path formed by links

l 1 and pl 2 ), there are two types of physical switches: primary

witches ( p 1 to p 4 ) that host virtual switches for VI i (which have

eters installed to rate-limit traffic belonging to the VI); and sec-

ndary switches ( sec 1 and sec 2 ) that are part of paths mapped to

irtual links. Secondary switches do not need meters, as traffic is
12 In our current proof-of-concept implementation, a MPLS header is pushed to 

ach packet by the Open vSwitch [59] at the source hypervisor before the packet 

nters the network and popped by the Open vSwitch at the destination hypervisor 

efore the packet exits the network. 
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Fig. 7. Example of an application and a possible mapping of this application inside 

a virtual infrastructure. 
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limited at both ends of the path by meters in primary switches.

While this step reserves resources for the VI, Function F is respon-

sible for mapping applications inside the VI and guaranteeing con-

nectivity between VMs of the same application using the resources

reserved for the VI. 

For Function F , PredCloud invokes Algorithm 2 for each in-

coming application request. Then, the system uses the output of

the algorithm, as well as the output of Function G for the se-

lected VI, to generate and install the appropriate set of rules in

the network to guarantee connectivity between VMs of the same

application. Both types of physical switches (primary and sec-

ondary ones) need rules to correctly forward packets, but primary

switches may need additional rules to drop packets addressed to

unknown network prefixes (secondary switches do not need such

rules, as these packets do not reach them). Therefore, while band-

width is guaranteed for each VI through the use of meters (Func-

tion G), connectivity is guaranteed through forwarding rules for

each application (Function F). In this context, each application is

allocated in a single VI and only uses the resources available inside

that VI. 

Fig. 7 shows an example of the application’s allocation pro-

cess. Application request a with five VMs (VM a 1 to VM a 5 ) is shown

in Fig. 7 (a) and mapped inside VI i in Fig. 7 (b). When VMs are

instanced on servers, PredCloud generates the appropriate set of

rules to guarantee connectivity between these VMs. Rules are in-

stalled in Open vSwitches (located in hypervisors) of the servers 13 

holding this application’s VMs ( s 1 , s 2 and s 4 ), in primary switches

( p 1 , p 2 and p 3 ) and in secondary switches ( sec 1 ). Moreover, meters

are installed in these Open vSwitches (in addition to the meters

installed in primary switches for VI i in Function G) to rate-limit

the VMs of application a according to the bandwidth guarantees

requested. Table 3 shows the rules needed in server s 1 to proper

forward outgoing traffic from and incoming traffic for virtual ma-

chines VM a 1 and VM a 2 (hosted in server s 1 ). In particular, packets

from VMs of application a are tagged to VI i using the label field

in the MPLS header. The first three rules correctly forward pack-

ets from VM to the other VMs (instanced on different servers)
a 1 

13 We assume that, inside each hypervisor of each server, there is an Open vSwitch 

to correctly forward packets and rate-limit traffic to/from hosted VMs based on 

OpenFlow rules. 

t  

p  

A  

r  

t

f the same application; the next three rules route packets from

M a 2 ; the next two rules forward packets destined to VM a 1 and

M a 2 , respectively; and the last two rules drop packets originat-

ng from VM a 1 and VM a 2 with invalid destinations (they present

ower priority to ensure that they only match packets that are not

atched by other rules). 

. Evaluation 

We evaluate three aspects of PredCloud. First, we focus on

uantifying the trade-off between the gain in performance (re-

uced performance interference) and security (minimized expo-

ure to attacks) for tenants and the cost (resource fragmentation

mong VIs) imposed on cloud providers. Second, we analyze how

he system affects provider revenue. Third, we show the techni-

al feasibility of PredCloud on top of SDN/OpenFlow-enabled net-

orks. 

This section is structured as follows. We first the describe

he environment and workload utilized in the experiments

 Section 7.1 ). Then, we present the metrics used to evaluate Pred-

loud ( Section 7.2 ). Finally, we present the results ( Section 7.3 ). 

.1. Evaluation setup 

Simulation environment. To show the benefits of PredCloud in

arge-scale cloud platforms, we developed in java a simulator that

odels a multi-tenant shared datacenter and implements differ-

nt allocation strategies. In our measurements, we focus on tree-

ike topologies used in current datacenters [16] . More specifically,

he network topology consists of a three-level tree topology, with

6,0 0 0 machines at level 0, each with 4 VM slots (i.e., with a to-

al amount of 64,0 0 0 available VMs in the cloud platform). Each

ack is composed of 40 machines linked to a ToR switch. Every

0 ToR switches are connected to an aggregation switch, which,

n turn, is connected to the datacenter core switch. The capacity

f each link is defined as follows: servers are connected to ToR

witches with access links of 1 Gbps; links from racks up to ag-

regation switches are 10 Gbps; and aggregation switches are at-

ached to a core switch with links of 50 Gbps. Therefore, there

s no oversubscription within each rack and 1:4 oversubscription

t the aggregation layer. This setup is in line with prior work

10,13,16,45] . 

Workload. For pragmatic reasons, it is very difficult to ob-

ain traces from cloud providers. Therefore, following related

ork [13,45,60] , we generated the workload according to results

btained by measurement studies [15,61] . More specifically, the

orkload is composed of incoming application requests to be al-

ocated in the cloud platform. Unless otherwise specified, it is de-

ned as follows. Applications have the number of VMs exponen-

ially distributed around a mean of λ = 49 VMs (which is consis-

ent with what is observed in cloud data centers [7] ) and higher

alues (69 and 89 VMs, in order to represent worst-case scenar-

os). The bandwidth needed is uniformly distributed in the inter-

al [1, 500] Mbps. Mutual trust between tenants was generated

hrough direct relationships between them in a random graph with

egree of each vertex (tenant) following a distribution P (k ) ∝ 

1 
k 

.

oreover, we follow related work [16] and model the arrival rate

f applications as a Poisson distribution with an average of 10 re-

uests per second. Each virtual infrastructure from the set I v , in

urn, is defined as a tree-like topology with similar size in com-

arison to the other VIs from the set. Finally, PredCloud utilizes

lgorithms 1 and 2 to allocate resources and, following these algo-

ithms, sets the values of ε (used in Eq. (1) ) and ν (used in Eq. (9) )

o 1. 
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Table 3 

Flow table entries needed at the Open vSwitch located inside the hypervisor of server s 1 , in order to 

ensure connectivity and proper traffic forwarding for virtual machines VM a 1 and VM a 2 inside VI i . 

Priority Matching Fields Actions 

32 ,768 source = VM a 1 , destination = VM a 3 set MPLS label = i , output = to p 2 
32 ,768 source = VM a 1 , destination = VM a 4 set MPLS label = i , output = to p 2 
32 ,768 source = VM a 1 , destination = VM a 5 set MPLS label = i , output = to p 2 
32 ,768 source = VM a 2 , destination = VM a 3 set MPLS label = i , output = to p 2 
32 ,768 source = VM a 2 , destination = VM a 4 set MPLS label = i , output = to p 2 
32 ,768 source = VM a 2 , destination = VM a 5 set MPLS label = i , output = to p 2 
32 ,768 destination = VM a 1 pop MPLS header, output = to VM a 1 

32 ,768 destination = VM a 2 pop MPLS header, output = to VM a 2 

0 source = VM a 1 , destination = ∗ ∅ 

0 source = VM a 2 , destination = ∗ ∅ 
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.2. Metrics 

Metrics are divided in four categories, according to their objec-

ive: ( a ) showing the reduction of performance interference attacks

n the network (metric: number of concurrent applications com-

eting for bandwidth); ( b ) quantifying how much applications are

xposed to attacks (metric: number of mutually untrusted tenant

pplications assigned to the same VI); ( c ) quantifying fragmenta-

ion of resources among VIs (metrics: acceptance ratio, cloud load

nd provider revenue); and ( d ) verifying the feasibility of Pred-

loud (metric: flow table occupation). Each metric is explained as

ollows. 

Number of concurrent applications competing for band-

idth. This metric has the objective of showing that the use of

Is reduces the number of applications simultaneously competing

or bandwidth (applications only share bandwidth with applica-

ions allocated inside the same VI). Lower values are better, since

ess applications sharing bandwidth means that there will be fewer

pportunities for performance interference. 

Number of mutually untrusted tenant applications assigned

o the same VI. This is quantified by measuring the number of

utually untrusted tenant applications allocated inside the same

I, for all VIs. The lower the number, the better, because lower

umbers indicate reduced exposure to attacks for applications. 

Acceptance ratio. This is measured by dividing the number of

ccepted requests into the cloud by the overall number of requests

hat arrived to be allocated. The ratio indicates how fragmented

he cloud platform gets according to the allocation strategy used.

herefore, higher values are better, since the higher the acceptance

atio, the lower the resource fragmentation. Note that we measure

cceptance ratio of VMs instead of applications because of the fol-

owing reason. Applications have a highly variable number of VMs

nd, thus, allocating more applications does not mean lower frag-

entation and higher utilization. For instance, it is better to accept

ne application with one hundred VMs than ten applications with

ve VMs each. 

Cloud load. This is measured by dividing the amount of allo-

ated resources to applications by the total amount of resources

vailable in the platform. The load is an indicator of resource frag-

entation, as the higher the load, the lower the fragmentation.

herefore, higher loads are better. 

Provider revenue. We measure provider revenue according to

he amount of allocated resources in the cloud. Revenue is related

o fragmentation of resources and, consequently, the higher the

evenue, the lower the fragmentation. As providers aim at maxi-

izing revenue, higher values are better. 

Flow table occupation. As PredCloud uses OpenFlow for pro-

iding connectivity and bandwidth guarantees between VMs, it is

mportant to quantify the number of entries (OpenFlow rules) in

ow tables of switches. The lower the number, the better, as flow

ables of commodity switches used in datacenter networks are typ-

cally restricted in size. 
.3. Evaluation results 

We compare the allocation strategy adopted by PredCloud with

he allocation scheme (called baseline) typically used by public

loud providers (e.g., Amazon EC2), in which only computing re-

ources are verified at allocation time and the network is shared

n a best-effort manner. When results are similar for applications

ith the number of VMs exponentially distributed around different

eans, we only present them for λ = 49 VMs. 

Reduced performance interference. Fig. 8 shows the number

f applications competing for bandwidth in ToR-Aggregation (T-

) and Aggregation-Core (A-C) links of the virtual tree topologies.

ig. 8 (a) depicts the maximum number of applications sharing T-

 links over 40 0 0 s, while Fig. 8 (b) shows the maximum number

f applications sharing A-C links. Note that A-C links are shared

y a larger number of applications than T-A links, because core

witches interconnect several aggregation switches and, as time

asses, the arrival and departure of applications lead to dispersion

f available resources in the infrastructure; thus, each incoming

pplication may be allocated in several racks from different aggre-

ation switches (and VMs from distinct racks communicate with

ach other through T-A and A-C links). 

Finally, in Fig. 8 , we show the maximum number of concurrent

pplications sharing T-A and A-C links according to the number of

Is. The straight lines represent the result of the baseline strat-

gy (no VIs) for the respective links, while the curved ones indi-

ate results for the proposed approach. We see that the maximum

umber of concurrent applications in T-A and A-C links decreases

ogarithmically according to the number of VIs, since the more VIs

re offered by the provider, the more isolated applications will be

from one another) and, thus, less applications will share network

esources inside each VI. 

Overall, we see that the proposed approach can greatly re-

uce the number of applications competing for bandwidth in T-A

nd, in particular, in A-C links. This reduction substantially min-

mizes the likelihood of successful performance interference at-

acks, which benefits the network in the following manner. By

inimizing interference, the proposed strategy can increase net-

ork performance predictability and guarantees for tenants. Thus,

t can increase overall application performance, since interference

n the network is one of the leading causes for poor application

erformance in the cloud [10,38] . This is achieved by completely

solating VIs from one another, that is, there is no competition for

etwork resources among VIs, but rather only inside VIs. 

Reduced exposure to attacks for tenants. Exposure is quanti-

ed by measuring the number of mutually untrusted tenants as-

igned to the same VI. It is desirable to have this value minimized,

ecause it shows how exposed applications are to attacks (per-

ormance interference and DoS). We evaluate trust relationships

etween tenants in two scenarios: when allocating large batches

f applications (which is representative of production data centers ,

here data-analytics applications from multiple tenants need to be
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Fig. 8. Concurrent applications sharing links at the cloud ( λ = 49 VMs). 
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Fig. 9. Exposure to attacks when allocating batches of applications ( λ = 49 VMs), 

in production data centers. This experiment is an extension of the one we showed 

in our previous paper [24] . 

Fig. 10. Exposure to attacks when allocating applications with different mean num- 

ber of VMs, in cloud data centers. 
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(  
allocated), and when applications arrive over time (representative

of cloud datacenters ). 

Figs. 9 and 10 show results regarding how the use of VIs re-

duces exposure to attacks (i.e., increases security) for tenants. For

production data centers, Fig. 9 depicts the variation of mutually

untrusted relationships according to the number of VIs offered

by the provider, for three different application batch sizes. The

straight lines represent the results for the data center with no VIs

(baseline). Results show that the number of applications is not the

main factor to decrease exposure, but rather the number of VIs of-

fered by the provider. In general, we find that the number of mu-

tually untrusted relationships decreases, and thereby security in-

creases, logarithmically according to the number of VIs. This be-

havior happens because, as the number of VIs increases, more ap-

plications without trust relationships between one another are al-

located in different VIs (i.e., they are isolated). For instance, con-

sider the two extreme cases. First, in case only one VI is offered,
here is no isolation and all applications share the network among

hemselves (worst-case, with no security). Second, if there is one

I per application, all applications get network performance isola-

ion (best-case). The former case is typical in current cloud plat-

orms, but enables performance interference. The latter case would

ave no interference, but introduces high management overhead

or providers (due to the elevated number of VIs) and hurts net-

ork utilization (as applications have highly variable bandwidth

emands over time [45] ). Hence, we evaluate the behavior of mid-

le cases and show that providers can offer increased security

ithout an elevated number of VIs. 

For cloud data centers, we measure how exposure is re-

uced when application requests arrive over time (i.e., with-

ut prior knowledge, in an online setting). We follow related

ork [10,13,16,45] and define the arrival rate of each request as

 Poisson distribution with an average of 10 requests per second.

n this scenario, we adopt the following admission control. When

n application request arrives, there are two possible outcomes: ( a )

he application is accepted and allocated, in case there are enough

vailable resources for allocating the application at the moment it

rrives; and ( b ) the application is discarded, otherwise. This is sim-

lar to Amazon EC2 [57] admission control, which rejects an appli-

ation request that cannot be allocated upon its arrival. 

Fig. 10 depicts how the maximum number of mutually un-

rusted relationships varies according to the number of VIs in the

loud data center (for application sizes exponentially distributed

round different means), considering 40 0 0 seconds. We observe

wo important results. First, similarly to the allocation of applica-

ion batches in production data centers, exposure also decreases

ogarithmically according to the number of VIs when applications

rrive without prior knowledge. Second, the number of VMs in ap-

lications does not influence how exposure reduces (i.e., logarith-

ically). Furthermore, note that, for each number of VIs offered,

he number of mutually untrusted relationships between tenants

n the cloud may decrease when increasing application size (recall

hat the mean number of VMs in each application is exponentially

istributed around λ). This behavior happens due to the fact that,

s the number of VMs in each application increases, fewer applica-

ions can be allocated in the cloud platform (since the amount of

esources in the cloud platform is the same). In other words, the

ame (or a similar) number of VMs is allocated in the cloud, but,

ince each application has more VMs, the overall number of ap-

lications is smaller. For instance, consider an infrastructure that

an hold at most 50 VMs. In case each application is composed

f 5 VMs, the infrastructure can hold 10 applications. In case each

pplication is composed of 10 VMs, the infrastructure can hold 5

pplications. 

In general, the higher the isolation among tenant applications

i.e., more VIs are offered by the provider), the lower the exposure,
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Fig. 11. Resource fragmentation among VIs. 
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Fig. 12. Provider revenue ( λ = 49 VMs). 
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ince the number of mutually trusting applications inside each VI

s maximized and, thus, opportunities for attacks are minimized.

owever, the level of security offered by the provider tends to sta-

ilize after a certain number of VIs, because exposure is reduced

ith a logarithmic behavior. 

Low resource fragmentation. The creation of VIs and group-

ng of tenant applications may restrain the allocation of requests,

ecause of (internal) resource fragmentation 

14 (i.e., fragmentation

f resources among VIs). Specifically, fragmentation happens when

he sum of available resources (considering all VIs) would be

nough to accept the incoming request, but no VI alone has the

mount of resources available to accept the request. 

Fig. 11 shows results regarding internal fragmentation of re-

ources (fragmentation among VIs). Fig. 11 (a) depicts the overall

cceptance ratio of application VM requests according to the num-

er of VIs. We present results for applications with the number

f VMs ( λ) exponentially distributed around different means (49,

9 and 89 VMs). We see that the acceptance ratio decreases lin-

arly according to the number of VIs. In fact, there is some frag-

entation in all three scenarios presented, since there is a reduc-

ion in the acceptance ratio (3.03% with λ = 89 , 3.92% with λ = 69

nd 6.76% with λ = 49 ) when comparing the baseline with 128 VIs.

hus, the value of λ and, on a smaller scale, the excessive use of

irtual infrastructures may lead to resource fragmentation among

Is inside the cloud infrastructure. 

Fig. 11 (b) depicts the acceptance ratio with cloud-load between

0% and 80% (i.e., the usual load of public cloud platforms, such

s Amazon EC2 [62] ). We also see that the acceptance ratio de-

reases according to the number of VIs offered and the number

f VMs in applications (that is, the bigger the applications allo-

ated, the worse the fragmentation among VIs). Although fragmen-

ation tends to increase significantly with the number of VMs dis-

ributed around λ = 89 (but still with high acceptance ratio), this

s a worst-case value (application size is usually exponentially dis-

ributed around a mean of λ = 49 VMs in data centers [7] ). 

Lastly, Fig. 11 shows the maximum cloud-load according to the

umber of VIs offered by the provider. As we can see, load de-

reases as the number of VIs increases. This reduction, however, is

mall, only 5.45% when comparing the baseline and 128 VIs. 

Although resource fragmentation among VIs is a side-effect of

ur approach, we consider that this burden is pragmatically negli-

ible for current data center loads (between 70% and 80%) and re-

listic workloads [62] . Indeed, results, in particular from Figs. 11 (b)

nd 11 , show that, at this load, fragmentation among VIs is small.

urthermore, our strategy minimizes fragmentation by assigning
14 There are two granularities of resource fragmentation: while Fig. 11 shows re- 

ource fragmentation among VIs (an overhead of our strategy), Fig. 15 depicts re- 

ource fragmentation inside VIs (caused by application churn in the cloud). 

n  

m  

c  

c  

l  
Ms of the same application to VM clusters, thus reducing the

mount of network resources consumed for intra-application com-

unication. Overall, it is possible to substantially mitigate expo-

ure to attacks (increase security) and reduce performance inter-

erence with minimum addition of resource fragmentation in com-

arison with the baseline scenario. Providers do not need to offer

 large number of VIs, because security increases logarithmically.

he trade-off between the gain in performance/security and the

ost, if well explored, can lead to an attractive configuration be-

ween the number of VIs offered (security and performance) and

esource fragmentation among VIs (cost). 

Provider revenue. Cloud providers, such as Amazon EC2, charge

enants solely based on the time they occupy their VMs. How-

ver, we envision that, in the future, cloud providers will charge

or VM-time and networking. Since developing proportional, fair

nd efficient pricing models is still ongoing research [38,63,64] ,

e adopt the same pricing model as Ballani et al. [10] and Xie

t al. [45] , which effectively charges both computation and net-

orking according to the amount of requested resources. Hence,

 tenant using M 

r 
a VMs, each VM x with Band r a,x Mbps, for T sec-

nds pays T (M 

r 
a × k v + 

∑ 

x ∈ M 

r 
a 

Band r a,x × k b ) , where k v is the unit-

ime VM occupancy cost and k b is the unit-volume bandwidth

ost. Such pricing model can be used as long as the provider han-

les both computing and network resource allocation. This way, we

ompare provider revenue for the baseline scenario under the cur-

ent charging model against our approach under both pricing mod-

ls (with and without considering bandwidth cost). 

Fig. 12 shows the revenue of our approach as a percentage

f the baseline. In general, we see that, if the provider does not

harge for the network, revenue has a small linear reduction as the

umber of VIs increases, since the use of VIs introduces some frag-

entation among VIs, as we previously discussed. More specifi-

ally, when tenants are not charged for network usage, revenue de-

reases in comparison with the current charging model. Nonethe-

ess, provider revenue can be substantially increased (37.43% for
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Fig. 13. Average number of flow table entries observed in the experiments ( λ = 49 

VMs). 

Fig. 14. Maximum number of flow table entries observed in the experiments ( λ = 

49 VMs). 

Fig. 15. Maximum number of flow table entries according to the number of virtual 

infrastructures ( λ = 49 VMs). 
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2 VIs and 26.81% for 128 VIs) with a networking-aware pricing

model. Therefore, by using VIs, cloud providers can maximize their

profit while increasing security and network performance for ten-

ants. 

Despite the possibility of reducing provider revenue when

bandwidth is not charged, the proposed approach can still be ben-

eficial for providers. First, by providing bandwidth guarantees for

tenant applications, providers enable clouds to support a wider

variety of applications (e.g., latency-sensitive and real-time ones

with strict bandwidth requirements). Second, predictable network

sharing and minimum bandwidth guarantees generate less per-

formance interference in the network (reduced exposure to at-

tacks and less contention and discarded packets), which increase

network goodput and, thus, improve overall datacenter through-

put [11] . 

Technical feasibility of PredCloud. Fig. 13 shows the average

number of flow table entries in physical devices, while Fig. 14 de-

picts the maximum number of flow table entries observed in our

experiments considering 1 VI allocated onto the entire physical

substrate (a worst-case scenario for flow table occupation, as we

will show in Fig. 15 ). For better visualization, the y-axis in both
gures is represented in logarithmic scale, as the values differ sig-

ificantly for devices at different levels of the network topology. At

rst, most of the rules are installed in hypervisors, ToR and aggre-

ation switches, as there are ample available resources and, there-

ore, VMs of the same application can be allocated close to each

ther. As time passes and available resources decrease, the num-

er of rules in aggregation and core switches increases because

Ms of the same application may not be allocated close to each

ther. In case new applications (mainly the ones composed by a

igh number of VMs) cannot be allocated on a single spot of the

nfrastructure, their VMs are spread over the entire physical sub-

trate (as close as possible to each other, given the available re-

ources). In this situation, longer paths are needed for communi-

ation between these VMs, which require more forwarding rules

o be installed in devices to provide proper connectivity. Note that

his happens because of the high churn in the cloud (many ap-

lications with highly variable number of VMs are allocated and

eallocated over short periods of time). 

More importantly, since flow table capacity of current avail-

ble OpenFlow-enabled switches ranges from one thousand [65] to

round one million entries [66] , the observed values during the ex-

eriments for PredCloud (both average and maximum flow table

ccupation) are within acceptable ranges. Therefore, PredCloud can

e used with existing switches to implement our strategy and pro-

ide increased security and predictable network performance with

andwidth guarantees for applications in cloud platforms. 

Fig. 15 depicts the maximum number of rules in flow tables

ccording to the number of VIs allocated on the physical substrate.

e see that the number of entries in Open vSwitches (hypervisors)

nd ToR switches does not vary significantly, while the number of

ules in aggregation switches presents small variation. In contrast,

ow table occupation in core devices has a logarithmic behavior

ccording to the number of VIs (the more VIs offered, the smaller

he number of entries in flow tables). This happens because of the

ollowing reason: as the number of VIs offered increases, the av-

rage size of each VI tends to decrease and, as time passes, the

ragmentation of available resources occurs inside each VI (for each

I) because of application churn (this is different from fragmenta-

ion among VIs, shown in Fig. 11 ). In other words, the smaller the

Is, the lesser the inside fragmentation. With less inside fragmen-

ation, communicating VMs are allocated closer to each other and,

hus, utilize smaller paths to exchange data. With smaller paths,

ess rules are needed in the network. 

As mentioned earlier, there are two granularities of re-

ource fragmentation: among VIs and inside VIs. Fragmentation

f resources among VIs was previously evaluated and discussed

 Fig. 11 ), which is an overhead of the proposed strategy and may

esult in reduced acceptance ratio of applications. Fragmentation

f resources inside a VI ( Fig. 15 ), in turn, depends on application

hurn (i.e., orthogonal to the strategy) and may increase accord-

ng to the size of the VI. Therefore, providing a higher number of

maller VIs may reduce inside fragmentation, which minimizes the

umber of rules needed to correctly forward packets in the net-

ork. 

. Discussion 

Datacenter network topology. To show the benefits of our ap-

roach, we focus on multi-rooted tree topologies, which are typi-

ally implemented in current cloud datacenters [13] . Nevertheless,

ote that our allocation strategy can be easily adapted for other

opologies in the literature, such as DCell [67] , BCube [68] , Jelly-

sh [69] and random-based graphs [70] . In general, it can be ap-

lied to multipath topologies, both where load balancing is uni-

orm across paths and where it is non-uniform. In the former (e.g.,

at-Tree), a single aggregate link can be used as a representation
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or a set of parallel links for bandwidth reservation [10,47] . In the

atter, we would have to use an additional layer at hypervisor-level

o control each path and its respective bandwidth for communica-

ion between VMs. 

Virtual infrastructure set. Currently, a set of VIs is initially

reated and allocated, with new VIs being created and embedded

n the substrate according to the demands of tenants. In practice,

irtual infrastructures can be created both statically and dynam-

cally. Statically creating a set of VIs would require providers to

ave some previous knowledge about traffic in the intra-cloud net-

ork. Such information can be obtained based on resource utiliza-

ion history [53] , with information from previously allocated appli-

ations collected by tools such as Amazon CloudWatch. 15 Dynamic

reation of VIs, in turn, can be performed according to the platform

ecurity for incoming application requests. In this scenario, VIs can

lso be expanded or reduced in accordance with arrival and depar-

ure of applications. Dynamic managing VI size, however, may in-

roduce some additional management overhead due to high churn

n the cloud. 

Virtual infrastructure identification. In our current implemen-

ation, PredCloud identifies VIs based on the label field of the MPLS

eader (as detailed in Section 6 ). Instead of using MPLS label, Pred-

loud could also utilize VLAN tags. However, in this case, the num-

er of VIs would be restricted by the number of VLANs supported

y Ethernet switches (i.e., 4094). 

VM placement. Placement of VMs is subject to several con-

traints (e.g., computing resources, fault tolerance and energy ef-

ciency). There are heuristics in the literature to meet these re-

uirements (for example, the strategy presented by Yanagisawa

t al. [71] ). Currently, we focus on network resources. Nonetheless,

unction G can be extended to consider such constraints. 

Employing existing abstractions in the literature. Adapting

ther abstractions (e.g., TAG [72] and TIVC [45] ) for PredCloud

ould be performed in the following manner. The front-end re-

ponsible for receiving requests of applications to be allocated in

he cloud would have a module responsible for translating requests

pecified in other models to the hose model. Therefore, tenants

ould be able to specify applications with other abstractions and

he translation of these abstractions to the hose model would be

eamless to PredCloud’s allocation process. 

Failures. Failures in the physical infrastructure will impact the

Is using the failed resource. In this scenario, function G can be

xtended in two ways: i ) to consider resiliency when embedding

Is onto the underlying substrate; and ii ) to determine which VMs

nd virtual network resources need to be migrated and reallocate

hem when such events happen. 

. Related work 

Current resource allocation algorithms employed by public

loud providers do not handle security and network perfor-

ance [25] . Such algorithms use round-robin across servers or

cross racks, taking only computing resources (processing power,

emory and storage) into account (in contrast to PredCloud, that

onsiders both computing and network resources). 

In this sense, state-of-the-art proposals try to increase network

uarantees for tenants by designing network-aware allocation algo-

ithms. These approaches can be divided in three categories: vir-

ual machine consolidation, proportional sharing and network vir-

ualization. They are discussed next. 
15 Amazon CloudWatch provides scalable and flexible cloud resource monitoring. 

hus, the provider can use it to gain insight, identify resource bottlenecks and react 

mmediately according to incoming application requests and bandwidth consump- 

ion. 

t  

w  

n

Virtual machine consolidation (placement). These 

chemes [53,53,73] present strategies and mathematical mod-

ls directed to computing resources (servers and virtual machines)

ver network resources, aiming at reducing the number of servers

sed during the process of resource allocation. Unlike PredCloud,

hey provide no isolation in the network among applications. 

HomeAlone [74] , Zhang et al. [75] and Wang et al. [76] focus on

ddressing the challenge of side and covert channels (due to VMs

haring the same physical server) in cloud platforms. Even though

hey aim at increasing security (like PredCloud), they are mostly

rthogonal to our work, as PredCloud focuses on tackling perfor-

ance interference in the network. 

Proportional sharing. Seawall [7] , NetShare [12] and

adrian [13] focus on providing fair network sharing at flow-

evel in accordance with weights assigned to entities (e.g., VMs or

enants). FairCloud [14] , in turn, proposes mechanisms that explore

he trade-off among network proportionality, minimum guaran- 

ees and high utilization, while the strategy introduced by Chen

t al. [77] explores the trade-off between resource utilization and

airness. However, these proposals add substantial management

verhead to control how network resources are shared among

ows (especially in large-scale datacenters, where networks can

ave over 16 million flows per second [15] ). PredCloud, in contrast,

oes not add such management overhead, as it needs to manage

nly a small number of groups. 

Network virtualization. Oktopus [10] and Silo [16] isolate one

enant (or application) per virtual network. Nonetheless, they

resent three main drawbacks: i ) low utilization of network re-

ources, since each virtual network reserves bandwidth equiva-

ent to the peak demand, yet most applications generate varying

mounts of traffic in different phases of their execution [54] ; ii )

igh resource management overhead; and iii ) (internal) fragmen-

ation of both computing and network resources upon high rate of

enant arrival and departure (i.e., churn) [7] . Such drawbacks hurt

rovider revenue and, ultimately, translate to higher tenant costs.

redCloud, in contrast, does not hurt network utilization, has low

anagement overhead and low fragmentation of resources among

Is (as we showed in Section 7 ). 

HUG [4] aims at offering bandwidth guarantees for applications

ithout hurting network utilization. While it achieves its objective

n full-bisection networks, it cannot offer bandwidth guarantees

or applications in oversubscribed networks. PredCloud, in contrast,

an offer guarantees in both full-bisection and oversubscribed net-

orks. 

Finally, CloudMirror [72] attempts to provide network guaran-

ees by developing a network abstraction (based on application

ommunication structure) and an allocation algorithm. Nonethe-

ess, unlike PredCloud, it puts an excessive burden on tenants, as it

equires the specification of communication patterns between VMs

f the same application. 

In general, there are two issues related to the intra-cloud net-

ork sharing: ( i ) the lack of network isolation and guarantees

rovides means for selfish and malicious parties to launch per-

ormance interference and DoS attacks against well-behaved ten-

nts [7] ; and ( ii ) network resources are scarce and often represent

he bottleneck when compared to computing resources in datacen-

ers [45,77] . Hence, PredCloud addresses these issues in the fol-

owing manner. The first issue is addressed by making the system

ware of computing and network resources and isolating network

nes among different application groups (VIs). The second issue is

ackled by optimally placing VMs to minimize the amount of band-

idth reserved for intra-application communication (and by dy-

amically providing inter-application communication guarantees). 
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10. Conclusion 

Cloud computing offers virtually unlimited resources to tenants,

with no upfront capital investment. In this model, providers seek

to increase resource utilization and reduce operational costs by

implementing datacenters as highly multiplexed shared environ-

ments, where all tenants share the same set of physical resources.

However, providers lack mechanisms to provide predictable and

guaranteed network performance inside the cloud platform, which

enables performance interference and DoS attacks. 

The primary contributions of this paper are a system, called

PredCloud, and two novel algorithms to minimize interference and

provide predictable network performance with bandwidth guaran-

tees for applications in the cloud. PredCloud implements our re-

source allocation strategy on top of SDN/OpenFlow-enabled net-

works. The system increases network performance and security for

applications (what tenants desire) with low impact on resource

utilization (what providers desire). Network performance for ap-

plications is augmented by clustering VMs of the same application

and by minimizing performance interference and DoS attacks. Se-

curity is increased by reducing application exposure to attacks (i.e.,

isolating applications from mutually untrusted tenants). Through

detailed and extensive evaluation, we showed that ( i ) performance

and security are improved with little extra cost for providers; and

( ii ) PredCloud can be implemented with existing hardware. 
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